
OOPS!  -  John Stevenson 

Two photos were used to create this end result. A garden view and the car.                            
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NIKON D300            ISO 1000         F5   at  .6 sec 
Tamron Lens 11 -18 mm  (F4.5—5.6)      Zoom Focal Length at 13mm 
Etobicoke  -  51 Abilene Drive  - July 12, 2009   10 PM 

The back yard view . . .     

A good example of how GOOD LIGHTING is an essential element in every photograph. 
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The car.    A restored and modified OPEL GT circa 1970  
Quick snapshots taken in beautiful Bayfield on Lake Huron,  August 1, 2011 
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NIKON D300            ISO 200         F8 at 1/200 sec 
Nikkor Lens 18-200mm (3.5-5.6)      Zoom Focal Length at 18mm 
 
OPEL GT (ca 1970)  taken in Bayfield  - August 1, 2011 
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Select car with Magnetic Selection 
Tool.   
 Clone edges where required.  
 Modify selection  -  reduce by 1-3 

pixels to minimize edge ghosting. 
 
Save to new layer for rotation and 
insertion into water. 

It is important to find a photo that has the right PERSPECTIVE and VIEW ANGLE to 
complement the background photo.  
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 Place copy of car layer at top of layers list and rename to “car lower half” 
 Rotate and position in water. 
 Make a spare copy of rotated car layer for future use 
 Select and delete lower half of car at water line, using a series of lines to look “wavey” 
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To add more “Waves”  to water 
Select water using magnetic edge tool -  can be a rough selection 
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Waves added 

To add more “Waves”  to water 
 Select water cutout and apply FILTER/DISTORT/WAVES  
 Use HORIZONTAL slider to create ripples  
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 Place copy of car layer at top of layers list and rename to “car lower half” 
 Rotate and position in water. 
 Make a spare copy of rotated car for later step to create “transparent” look below water. 
 Select and delete lower half of car at water line, using a series of lines to look “wavey” 
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 Using the spare copy of rotated car create “transparent” look below water. 
 This can be done by selecting the lower half, deleting all else and adjusting the OPACITY of the 

layer using the CURVES panel. (Several other methods can also be used) 
 Create a new layer at top called WHITE EDGE at WATERLINE  and use a soft brush to paint a 

thin white line along the water line to appear as surface edge turbulence.   
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 Create a new layer and using a soft large brush with OPACITY and black colour, paint below the 
car to create a soft shadow.    

 This completes the process. These techniques can be used to generate a wide variety of 
creative photographs. Let your imagination run wild! 
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 Inspiration from looming ECC Creative deadline!  Technique from this book ... 
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